Abel Tutorials
(Andy Cope - All Souls Guild of Church Bell Ringers, Bolton, UK)
2020

URL

Time

Date

Tutorial 1:

Tutorial #

How to change the screen options to moving ringers

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MQnnTnhIPtg

2:30

3/30/20

Tutorial 2:

How to start/stop ringing and to join in using the keyboard

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bgkjQ7-hnjA

5:06

3/30/20

Tutorial 3:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xXUcpIC5PhU

4:37

4/1/20

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fvx1rlxg9AE&t=
11s

6:48

4/2/20

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z1cy1KU6M6c
&feature=youtu.be

&:05

4/3/20

Tutorial 6:

Feature, how to change the number of ringers and the speed of
ringing
How to ring in rounds on 6 and use the graph to check how accurate
you are.
Ringing rounds purely by listening (helping you develop your
listening skills whilst ringing in rounds).
Ropesight, looking for the last bell down with 3, r and 5 bells

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EXb-yyCRr3k

8:49

4/4/20

Tutorial 7:

Leading by listening and keeping the handstroke gap open.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KSMNFmK8JOQ

5:52

4/6/20

Tutorial 8:

Prctise leading and finding the last bell down Also hone your
listening skills to lead with an open handstroke lead.
Further leading off the last bell down, also how to creae a method

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7_oTJGCuju8

8:04

4/7/20

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lGr9l-c3IpI

8:40

4/8/20

Tutorial 10: Feature, how to change the sound of the bells on Abel.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qF3XGFq3xD4

3:51

4/10/20

Tutorial 11: Feature, Abel can count your place for you!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=INMLzpeqnEc

3:45

4/13/20

Tutorial 12: In this video, we are starting an exercise to prepare for plain
hunting. We are looking at what happens to the treble in the
method Bastow Doubles.
Tutorial 13a: Call changes up

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DPqfvBUdgpo

10:03

4/14/20

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lSr-NVTx8go

8:41

4/15/20

Tutorial 13b: Call changes down

8:03

4/15/20

Tutorial 13c: Cal changes Bolton style

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PNoumgQF6L
s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w-DY7WjduX8

7:42

4/15/20

Tutorial 14:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ps9PCJurbgM

6:23

4/16/20

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pIQkDBtJukc

5:50

4/17/20

8:56
9:53

4/20/20
4/21/20

3:56

4/22/20

Tutorial 4:
Tutorial 5:

Tutorial 9:

Tutorial 15:
Tutorial 16:
Tutorial 17:
Tutorial 18:

Description

Further developing our ropesight making 2nds and leading [By
following the treble in a method called Bastow Little Bob minor.
Random bobs are added so that you don't memorise the bell
sequence!]
Five listening exercises for striking

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j9xAHn-cDCY
Ringing in 6th place covering to Stedman Doubles
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XcRIQl1sd_k
Finding the pair of bells which are dodging at the back [for
developing ropesight for covering].
More practice at finding the last bell down and spotting the pairs of https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LNl1AAORc_8
bells dodging at the back.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XZl3Bf52uZA

8:28

4/23/20

Tutorial 20:

Develop your ropesight looking at the handstroke
How to develop ropesight looking at the backstroke

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Sg1BDJzLLTM

3:47

4/24/20

Tutorial 21:

Ropesight at handstroke and backstroke with dodging bells

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NzAglmk-TqA

4:59

4/30/20

10:09

5/4/20

5:04

5/10/20

Tutorial 19:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q3OUpF8Ufwk
Plain Hunting to thirds place using the method Cloister Doubles
[This video follows on from Videos 12 and 14.]
[not numbered] Ropesight hunting down to the front with bob doubles - This video
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vez6h6wF-H4
looks at ropesight whilst hunting down to the front, with the ringers
highlighted whom the treble follows and are then greyed out.

Tutorial 22:
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ART - Abel Tutorials
(Roger Booth)
2019 (1) and 2020

Tutorial #

Description

URL

Time

Date

--

Rounds and Covering on Abel - Explanation of how to operate Abel
to ring the tenor to rounds and practice covering to plain hunt on
five
Getting Started - Getting started with Abel ringing simulator. How
to ring rounds.
How accurate is my striking? - Using the 'Review Striking' window in
Abel
Help, I can't hear my bell! - Starting with rounds on three and then
explaining the open-handstroke lead and how to count your place,
using the Abel simulator software.
Call Changes - An explantion of the theory of call-changes and how
to practice ringing and calling them on Abel simulator software.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BBNBnQQ75so

2:40

2/10/19

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rm22YvuVzNM

5:20

4/20/20

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D7zaPy5AG6M

4:33

4/16/20

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qn5z_QTGCzk

5:56

4/19/20

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pi5cT__IC_o

9:55

4/24/20

3:47

5/12/20

6:55

5/14/20

1
2
3

4

5

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MI5Zte1VqU8
Covering by listening - How to use Abel to practise covering by
listening. There is a companion video about covering using ropesight

6

Covering by watching to develop ropesight

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_4S6K9oQZw&list=PLFmbPplmdCHOvqN0X0VPn5ZIuo9doccQV&
index=7&t=0s
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ART Handbell Tutorials
(Helen McGregor and Peter Bevis)
2020

Tutorial #

Time

Date

Plain Hunt 1-2 Position - Plain Hunt Minor being rung on handbells. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XjA_Oj1Fn-0
Watch the ringer on the left ring the 1-2 or coursing position on the
trebles.
Plain Hunt 3-4 Position - Plain Hunt Minor being rung on handbells. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=waaqv7BO8Ys
Watch the ringer in the middle ring the 3-4 opooisites position.

Description

URL

0:55

5/12/20

0:55

5/12/20

Plain Hunt 2-3 Position - Plain Hunt Minor being rung on handbells. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o-7kGNCmcVc
Watch the ringer in the middle ring the 2-3 position on 3-4. Note
that the ringing does not start in rounds.

0:58

5/12/20
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ART Webinars
2020

Tutorial #

Description

URL

How to learn a method - Tom Hinks
1. The blue line
2. Place bells
3. Ringing jargon
4. Ringing by the treble
5. Method structure - place notation and the grid
Simple touches of Spliced -Simon Linford - Composing practice
night touches /How to put together simple touches of Spliced on 6
and 8 bells.
What is a Bob? An introduction to Calls - Simong Linford - Why?
What?? When??? How????/This is an inductory webinar on calls by
Simon Linford
Introduction to handbell ringing - Tom Hinks
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Time

Date

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vppQJpt05Yo

32:42 4/24/2020

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kivqHkDlzWk

28:07 4/30/2020

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=15t_uaebk8&feature=youtu.be

23:24

5/4/2020

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=93_0MmAjxo4

34:07

5/7/2020

Lewisham District Training
2020

Tutorial #

Description

URL

Time

Date

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nHow to learn a method - This is a recording of an online training
session delivered to change ringers in London and Kent on Saturday g0PWcnj0I32:49
18th April 2020. The session focuses on 'how to learn a method'; we
explore what a blue line is, how to divide up method learning into
manageable chunks and ways of using method structure to help
support your understanding of the method. There are also some
lessons from educational and sports psychology thrown in for good
measure.

32:42 4/18/2020

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q1-nEcEwjlU
An introduction to handbell ringing - This is a recording of a
webinar delivered to change ringers in London and Kent on Saturday
18th April 2020. The session focuses on change ringing on handbells,
introducing the three basic positions for plain hunt on six bells and
explaining how these can be used to ring a plain course of Plain Bob
Minor on 1-2.
Calling simple touches - This is a recording of a webinar delivered to https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6IegmkcSEto
change ringers in London and Kent on Saturday 11th April 2020. The
session focuses on calling simple touches, looking at the basics of
saying 'go', 'that's all' and 'stand' through to calling touches of Plain
Bob Doubles, Plain Bob Minor and Grandsire Doubles. There are
also some helpful resources discussed at the end.

34:07 4/18/2020

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PXF-PD9jJFE
Listening Skills part 1 - This is a recording of an online training
session delivered to bellringers in Kent and London on Saturday 2nd
May. The session focused on listening skills on six and eight bells,
using sound clips from Abel ringing simulator with errors to identify
from one or two bells in each row.

49:00

5/2/2020

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dubNvq5lhVo
Listening exercises - easy - This 10 minute training video has a
series of listening exercises for bellringers to practise identifying
errors in six-bell ringing. In this 'easy' level video, the errors are
fairly significant until the last couple of minutes, and involve one
bell being wrong in the same way on both handstroke and
backstroke. Later videos will include multiple bells being out of place
on different strokes.

10:02

5/6/2020

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HPQOVrR_yz8
Listening Skills part 2 - Listening skills for ringing call changes and
methods - This is a recording of an online training session delivered
to bellringers in Kent and London on Saturday 9th May. The session
focused on listening skills on six bells, using sound clips from Abel
ringing simulator to spot particular 'feature rows', pick out the
position of different bells and follow the work of the treble.

34:23

5/9/2020
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39:05 4/11/2020

Cambridge District Bell Ringers
(Cambridge District of the Ely Diocesan Association of Church Bell Ringeres)
2020

Tutorial #

Description

URL

Blue Lines - Stephen Burr looks at the humble method diagram - a https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=weiXc-vvFLQ
system that allows thousands of unique methods to be displayed in
a simple and understandable way. The talk looks at the anatomy of
the method diagram, how different methods are classified (when is
a 'Surprise' not a surprise?), what really happens at a bob, and what
on Earth is place notation?

Time

Date

1:02:33

4/8/2020

Blue Lines (part 2) - Stephen Burr completes his look at 'the humble https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BVEnHXA_t90 59:04 4/10/2020
blue line', looking at method classes and how the blue line can be
practically used when learning a method.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JdVRxPe3z88
Care of Bells and Belfries - Tom Ridgman talks about the care of
1:10:51 4/14/2020
bells and belfries
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QFdcRRZFFE4 1:25:52 4/17/2020
Introduction to conducting - David Pipe
Introduction to composition - Mark B Davies

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8x4WMsSiOBI

1:33:11 4/21/2020

History of Ringing Simulators - David Bagley

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4hgjjyN9kaM

1:08:03 4/28/2020

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8mtG7aRspOo 1:27:19 5/7/2020
Odious Invective and Fabulous Falsities: Change-ringing in 18th
century Cambridge - Gareth Davies
[Also see (hear) his "Fun With Bells" podcast about his PhD study of
bellringers pay and habits (at https://funwithbells.com/garethdavies/)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2Im-SLShfuw
Can I judge a striking competition? - Katie Town
57:15 5/15/2020

Zones and Pathways - Will Bosworth talks about ringing education
and The Ringing World 's role in it
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NrKKI36bt38

1:02:23 5/20/2020

Egg99Rhubarb Educational Videos
(Tower Ringing)
2014 and 2019

Tutorial #

Time

Date

Educational: Ringing Styles - A selection of different ringing styles
(some of them exaggerated) to encourage discussion about
handling.
Educational: Ringing Up - Once through in real-time. Repeated in
slow motion, with focus on coils.
Educational: Ringing Down - Once through in real-time. Repeated in
slow motion, with focus on coils.
Educational: Plain Hunt on five - Plain Hunt on five, stood behind
the treble. The video plays through twice, once at full speed, once
slowed down. This video was created for the purposes of
developing ropesight.
Educational: Plain Bob Doubles (plain course) - A plain course of
Plain Bob Doubles, stood behind the treble. The video plays through
twice, once at full speed, once slowed down. This video was
created for the purposes of developing ropesight.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SoNT-Gp1PcU

1:33

8/14/2019

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W5vGxzG__TY

2:27

8/14/2019

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IkEf5h4M5Os

2:28

8/14/2019

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=roaEzC3VphY&t
=13s

1:36

9/1/2014

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-hfG84m-jSg

6:50

9/1/2014

Educational: Plain Bob Doubles (touch) - A touch of Plain Bob
Doubles, stood behind the treble. The video plays through twice,
once at full speed, once slowed down. This video was created for
the purposes of developing ropesight.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TQjfYuEqKIs

8:53

9/1/2014

Description

URL
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Roger Booth - Basic Change Ringing Course
(2010 or earlier, not HD video)

Tutorial #
1-0
2-0
3-1a
3-1b
3-1c
3-2a
3-2b
3-3a
3-3b
4-1a
4-1b
4-1c
4-1d
4-2a
4-2b
4-2c
4-2d

Description

URL

Basic Change Ringing - Introduction and rounds
Call Changes - Theory and skills to ring call changes

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qfcOc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ax3Vj
1drdOA&t=6s
Plain hunt on three - The line and how it's constructed, then rung
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wUGL
once
8VRZHqM
Plain Hunt on three - Some theory about Plain Hunt - different
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=speeds involved
z2P51hHwCY
Plain Hunt on three - Rung in slow motion with commentary, then https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y6SeP
at regular speed
yHP72Y
Plain hung on four - The line and how it's constructed,speeds for
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_F3xj
treble ringing it
NTNR50
Plain hunt on four - Rung in slow motion with commentary, then at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rWTs
regular speed
1HGIbcc
Plain hung on five - The line, how it's constructed, speeds for treble https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rringing it
FeGojoTkk
Plain hunt on five - Rung in slow motion with commentary, then at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vMz3
4CxoZ78
regular speed
Ropesight - Rule 1 (when going up) - Rung in slow motion with
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4Rd8Z
commentary
gNp1Tw&t=6s
Ropesight - Rule 2 (when going down) - Rung in slow motion with https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cvXsk
commentary
gEO2ig
Ropesight - Rule 3 (pass and ignore) - Rung in slow motion with
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cfiSucommentary
cMM2g
Ropesight - Rule 4 (follow course bell) - Explained
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gG9s6
wckzv4
Starting from rows other than rounds - Rung at regular speed
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ip_SP
0Y6EG8
Starting from rows other than rounds (another exmaple) - Rung at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0V-GA1bvUY
regular speed
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=17aRs
Ringing Treble to Grandsire Doubles - Rung at regular speed
txV8Q0
Ringing Treble to Grandsire Doubles - Rung at regular speed
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i55xJ2
zxN8w
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Time

Date

6:50
4:36

2010?
2010?

1:24

2010?

1:40

2010?

1:14

2010?

1:06

2010?

1:07

2010?

1:02

2010?

1:20

2010?

1:50

2010?

1:09

2010?

1:05

2010?

0:49

2010?

1:24

2010?

0:43

2010?

1:50

2010?

1:54

2010?

